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Abstract—Named Data Networking is a consumer-driven network that
supports content consumer mobility due to the nature of in-network catching.
The catching suppressed unnecessary Interest packets losses by providing an
immediate copy of the data and consumer-driven nature influencedthe mobile
consumer to resend unsatisfied Interest packet immediately after the handoff.
Once the producer moves to a new location, the name prefix changed
automatically after handoff to the new router or point of attachment. The entire
network lacks the knowledge of producer movement unless if the producer
announces its new prefix to update the FIBs of intermediate routers. Lack of
producer’s movement knowledge causes an increase of handoff latency,
signaling overhead cost, Interests packets losses, poor utilization of bandwidth
and packets delivery. Therefore, there is needs to provide substantial producer
mobility support to minimize the handoff latency, handoff signaling overhead
cost, reduce the unnecessary Interest packets loss to improve data packets
delivery once a content producer relocated. In this paper, broadcasting strategy
is introduced to facilitate the handoff procedures and update the intermediate
routers about the producer movement. Hence, analytical investigation result of
this paper addresses the deficiency of Kite scheme by minimizing handoff
signaling cost and provides data path optimization after the handoff.
Keywords—Network analysis model, signaling cost, handoff latency, Named
data networking, Producer mobility support, broadcast strategy, mobility
Interest

1

Introduction

Named Data Networking architecture is completely clean-slate architecture that
evolved from the IP Internet architecture retain and expand end-to-end principle with
routing and forwarding plane separation [1], [2]. The architecture of NDN maintained
the IP hourglass architecture with the replacement of a thin waist with hierarchical
named content in place of IP addresses. NDN focus on the name of the data and do
away with the location of data [3]. The names were structured as hierarchical form
and self-certifying with a digital signature. Moreover, the packets route by name
discourses some problems pose in IP: address management, address space exhaustion,
mobility that requires changing address and NAT traversal [1], [4]. Unlike in IP
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architecture that secured the connection from source to destination, NDN secured the
content for integrity, authenticity, and confidentiality of data. The architecture
comprises three nodes, consumer, producer, and routers. In addition, two packets
Interest and Data (Fig. 1) were managed by three data structures Content Store (CS),
Forwarding Information Base (FIB) and Pending Interest Table (PIT) to enable the
named based routing[5], [6].

Fig. 1. NDN Data and Interest Format

NDN is a consumer-driven network that communications initiated from the interest
of the consumer. A consumer sends and Interest that carries content prefix or name
for the deification of desired data. A router that receives the Interest look up the CS
for content availability, if found, the router replied back with data packets to the
consumer, otherwise, the router recorded the interface of incoming Interest in PIT,
then look up FIB for the information about the content populated by NBR protocol
and forward the Interest further (Fig. 2). When the Interest reaches any router or
content producer that has requested data, a data is sent back with name, data content
and producer’s signature via the path recorded in the PIT to the consumer. The data
packet looks up the PIT, save in CS and forward downstream.

Fig. 2. Data Forwarding Process in NDN [1]

Among the Information-Centric Networking (ICN) approaches, Named Data
Networking is the most recent approach; infrastructures less network architecture that
provides network scalability due to its nature of hierarchical naming[7] [39]. NDN is
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hope and promising architecture for the future Internet that has been used and applied
in the differentfields, such as Space-Terrestrial Integrated Network [8]WSN,
Vehicular Network[9], [10] and real-time application[11]. By default, ICN approaches
designed to support mobility, however, many challenges arose in some approaches
like NDN in support of content mobility [12]–[15]. Hierarchical naming structure of
NDN offers some benefits, such as route aggregation, improvement of scalability,
multicasting. However, the naming structure causes significant challenge when
content producer moves to a new location. Zhu et al. [4]ascertain the content
consumer mobility support in NDN and content producer faces similar handoff
challenges like an IP architecture. Moreover, suggested that content identifier and
content locator need to be separated and mapped between them. Feng et al. [16]and
Saxena et al. [17] surveyed general support of mobility in NDN, testified that content
consumer mobility was integrally supported in NDN architecture, while content
producer mobility faces many complications and challengesfundamentally. In
addition, expresses the consumer mobility support in NDN by means of in-network
caching and consumer-driven nature of NDN[16]. Therefore, some researches were
carried out to improved consumer mobility using mobility link service [18], however,
there are many problems such as, high handoff latency, high handoff signaling
overhead cost, unnecessary Interest packets and poor data packets delivery that needs
to be addressed. Fig 3 shows the how producer movement affected the seamless
mobility in NDN.

Fig. 3. Initial Reference Model of Seamless Mobility in NDN [19]
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Consumer mobility is supported due to the nature of in-network catching and
consumer-driven nature of NDN[20], [21]. The catching suppressed unnecessary
Interest packets losses and consumer-driven nature influencedthe mobile consumer to
resed unsatisfied Interest packet immediately after the handoff, as shown in Fig 3.
Once producer move to new location, automatically the prefix changed automatically
after handoff to the network router of the point of attachment. The entire network
lacks the knowledge of producer movement unless if the producer announces its new
prefix to update the FIBs of intermediate routers. Lack of a producer’s movement
knowledge causes elongation of handoff latency and high-Interest packets losses.
Resending Interests packets towards the old location of the producer intensify high
signaling overhead and poor utilization of bandwidth and packets delivery. Therefore,
there is needs to provide substantial producer mobility support to minimize the
handoff latency, handoff signaling overhead cost, reduce the unnecessary Interest
packets loss to improve data packets delivery once a content producer relocates to
another PoA. Hence, this paper attempted to address the deficiency of Kite scheme to
minimize handoff signaling cost and provide data path optimization after the handoff.

2

Related Works

Many researchers [22]–[25]made an effort to define, improved mobility
management and schemes for NDN, to support either consumer or producer mobility.
Kite mobility support was proposed by Zhang et al. [26], that uses two new features to
support producer mobility in NDN, that is, locator-freeness and scenario-awareness.
Moreover, Kite utilizes the state of PITs to trace and reached mobile nodes, also
makes the new location of a mobile producer transparent through routable anchors
[26]. This scheme is called a PIT-based approach [27] or anchor-based approach [28],
where the mobile producer sends a traced Interest to the immobile anchor router,
notifying it’s new location and establish trace in each PIT tables along the
intermediate routers to the immobile anchor. The corresponding node or immobile
server requesting content sends an Interest to the immobile anchor that modified the
Interest by adding a trace-name field and trace-only flag, which is called tracing
Interest. The tracing Interest will be sent along the PIT trace to the current location of
the producer. However, the Kite scheme outperforms the mapping-based approach in
terms of handoff delay with similar signaling overhead when mobile nodes move
frequently. In addition, the optimal path is not guaranteed in such a way that
consumer’s Interest packets always pass through the immobile anchor. Hence, Kite
scheme fall into the category of indirection-based approach, that can make the
forwarding path longer than the path computed in normal NDN routing plane.
Recent researches were proposed schemes to improve the performance of kite to
minimize the handoff delay, signaling overhead cost and to provide optimal path[27],
[28]. Do and Kim [27] proposed an optimal producer mobility support scheme for a
large-scale NDN to reduce handoff latency, signaling overhead cost and to solve the
sub-optimal routing of many schemes including Kite. The scheme proposed a
mechanism to make the fast handoff and establishes an optimal path to direct next
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Interest packets to new PoA using special mobility management packet before
handoff occurs. The NDN content routers at the domain border were modified to have
the information about its neighbor to support the location of the producer. In addition,
the scheme predicts the movement of producer and uses NDN forwarding plane state
information to establish an optimal path but is not directly indirection-based approach.
However, The author [27] claims that the solution is unrealistic for worldwide
deployment due to the requirement of changing routers. Also, the scheme causes very
high signaling on the processes of fast handoff and establishment of an optimal path
before the handoff. Moreover, the additional of neighbor information and binding
cache tables in the routers increases the look-up time during name prefix matching in
addition to PIT and FIB tables.
Recently, Kim and Ko [28] proposed a producer mobility support scheme called
on-demand anchor-based with the concept of indirection-based approach to improving
upon Kite. The scheme utilizes adaptive Interest packets forwarding to provide the
solution after the movement of the producer. When the FIB entries are invalid because
of producer’s handoff, the consumer’s Interest packets would be redirected to the
anchor node from the old PoA instead of being dropped. The anchor node used the
mobility update sent by the mobile producer after the handoff to trace the new PoA
and forwards the pending Interest toward the producer. The scheme was proposed to
reduce time delay and network overhead caused by Interest fallback or blind flooding
nature of Kite [28]. However, the scheme performs better by using Interest forwarding
to minimizes packets transmission delay and overhead cost and shows stable
performance when the speed of mobile nodes increases, but did not solve the suboptimal and triangular routing nature of Kite scheme. Moreover, the overall scheme
result did not consider the handoff delay and its signaling overhead due to the handoff
processes.

3

The Concept of Proposed Scheme

To provide producer mobility support in NDN, a content identifier and locator
needs to be separated and coupled. The coupling can either be using a broadcasting
method or intermediate servers [4]. NDN support Interest Broadcasting as the Interest
are small in size making it feasible to be broadcasted in the restricted domain to track
the location of mobile producer [4]. Asif and Kim [29] proposed a protocol Locationaware on-demand multipath for NDN mobile ad-hoc networks that used broadcast
transmission mechanism for Interest packets or data. The packet follows multiple
routes to locate the producer. A relay node was used to prevent intermittent
connectivity, low battery power, data redundancy, packet flooding that affect network
performance [29]. The author [29] compare or benchmark his research with similar
protocols that utilize broadcast transmission mechanisms such as provider-aware
forwarding and blind forwarding [30]. Further, Shi, Newberry and Zhang [31] study
show how broadcast-based self-learning can be applied in NDN networks to solve
name-prefix granularity and trust problem. In addition, broadcast-based self-learning
is a common mechanism to find packets delivery path for mobility support [31].
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Therefore, in this study broadcast method will be used to design a strategy that update
intermediate routers with new mobility information of content producer when it’s
relocated to new PoA, in addition, restricted domain as in [4], [32]and distributed
anchors as in [33] will be used to prevent scalability issue and guaranteed path
optimization.
3.1

Optimal broadcast strategy-based design

In Named Data Networking, each mobile producer can have a namespace that
represents its content name, at the same time serves as an identifier and locator for
that content producer. However, there is no mechanism in NDN that can support and
control the handoff process of mobile producer, to maintain the identifier and locator
relationship. Therefore, we proposed an Optimal Broadcast Strategy-Based producer
mobility support scheme to support, manage and control the handoff processes when
content consumer relocates to another point of attachment. Conceptually, this paper
introduced a Mobility Interest (MI) packet used to updates the binding information
between previous and current access routers that content producer relocates. In
addition, MI broadcasting strategy was designed to updatesthe intermediate routers
and immobile anchor router is modified to manage broadcasting of MI packets to
update the intermediate routers to make the optimal path. Fig. 4 shows the impact
model of the proposed scheme using producer mobility update packets and broadcast
strategy to provide knowledge of producer movement to support seamless mobility.
The presence of the knowledge will reduce the handoff latency period, unnecessary
Interest packet losses and signaling overhead cost. Moreover, increases overall
throughput and packets delivery through the optimal path.
Consider Fig. 5, the network analysis model that shows the mode of operation for
the proposed scheme and provision of the optimal route after the handoff. Initially, the
consumer requested data content throughAR3 and AR1 to the static content producer
by sending Interest packet, the producer sends the data to the consumer as normal.
The content producer decided to move before completion of sending complete data
content to the consumer, detects a strong signal and connected to the AR2.
Immediately after the handoff, the content producer sends its new name prefix in MI
packet through AR2 to the known location of anchor AR. The anchor router broadcast
the MI packet to update the FIBs of the intermediate routers within the domain. When
a consumer sends a pending Interest, AR3 will find the optimal route toward the AR2
to the content producer and replied data back.
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Fig. 4. Initial Impact Model [34]

Fig. 5. Network Analysis Model
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4

Analytical Investigation

Predominantly, handoff problem were being investigated using the analytical
method, whereas other issues like the determination of packets delivery, packets
losses and scalability needs to be investigated using simulation for a better result.
Henceforth, in this paper, network analysis model is used to formulate the
mathematical models for the validation of proposed solution of producer mobility
support concept to evaluate the handoff latency, signaling cost and routing path
optimization. We consider network analysis model as done in [27], [35], [36], the
random Waypoint Mobility model [37]–[40] for the movement behavior of the
content producer as in (1). The total delay between two hops for wired and wireless
link [27] shown in (2) and (3) Where q (0 < = q < = 1)is the probability of link failure,
Bw = 100 Mbps and Bowl = 11 Mbpsare bandwidth for wired and wireless, Qd = 5
msis the queuing delay, Ldw = 2 ms and Ldwl =10 ms are wired and wireless link
delay. The values of Sname are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Network parameters and Values
Category
General

Latency

Signaling Cost

Notation
Sname
Sdata
Siint
Vcp
tp
Lpar
Lcar
Lsar
Lo-nar
Lars
Ipn
Q
Cpar
Ccar
Co-nar
Cars
Cs-nar
IAR
SCR

Parameters
Size of the signaling packet
Size of data packets
Size of Interest packet
Average speed of content producer
Content producer pause time
Transmission latency between producer to AR
Transmission latency between consumer to AR
Transmission latency between old AR to new AR
Transmission latency between Ars
Transmission latency between ARs and Anchors
Time interval btw producer disconnection and
reconnection from old AR to new AR
The probability of link failure
Transmission cost hop/packet producer to AR
Transmission cost hop/packet consumer to AR
Transmission cost hop/packet old AR to new AR
Transmission cost hop/packet Ars
Transmission cost hop/packet AR to Anchors
Interest arrival rate
Subnet crossing rate

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = )1 − -

./

./ 0(2.4 ×6)

A

BCDE
𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤<=>? = @(FG0HIG0JI)
K

L0M

A

89

BCDE
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙<=>? = @ K × @FGO0HIGO
K
LNM
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Value
72 byte
1024 bytes
56 bytes
50m/s
100ms
a
a
b
c
d
ipn
q
a
a
b
c
d
γ
μ

(1)
(2)
(3)
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4.1

Handoff Latency Analysis

Handoff or handover refers to the processes where a mobile content producer
disconnects and relocates from current AR or Access Point (AP) and connects to next
AR or AP. The period of time required for a mobile producer to complete the
signaling processes of disconnection from the current AR or AP and reconnection to
the new AR or PA is called handoff latency. The latency model is formulated using
hop count parameters for transmission latency between hops (a, b, c, d), RWP model
[40] movement behavior (1) in the area of [0, A]2 and the link delay between two
consecutive hops (2) and (3). The handoff latency is formulated for our proposed
scheme optimal broadcast strategy-based (OBSB) and other two schemes to compared
and benchmark the performance of our scheme. The two schemes are Kite [22], [26]
and optimal provider mobility support in large-scale NDN (OPML) [27], the models
were shown in (4), (5) and (6) for OPML, Kite, and OBSB respectively.
𝐿𝐿PQ>O = )1 − .

./

/ 0(2.4 ×6)

89 ×

O/B 0=×HGORSTUE/ 0=×HGOVCWXYCBV 04Z×HG[/X_]E^_DC_S[`XE

@

𝐿𝐿gh.? = )1 − .

./

ab

/ 0(2.4 ×6)

89 ×

O/B 0=×HGO`/ 0cI×HGXSdieBX 0=×HGOXSd]eBX 0cI×HGXSd]eBX

@

𝐿𝐿Pjkj = )1 − -.

./

ab

/ 0(2.4 ×6)

O

89 × @ /B

0c=×HGOCd_eBX 0Z×HGfBX

K×@

ab

K

(4)

(5)

K

0=×HGOBfBX 0cI×HGOBfBX 0=×HGOfBX 0Z×HGfBX
ab

K

(6)

The content producer in OPML processed a fast handoff before disconnecting and
relocation to new AR by sending a neighbor query to the AR1 and replies, and then
sends fast handoff to AR1. The AR1 send a message to create an optimal path by
making a new route between AR3 and AR2 and delete the existing route between
AR3 and AR1 after that handoff takes place. In Kite, after the handoff processes,
content producer send a traced Interest from AR2 to the known location of immobile
anchor router. The corresponding node or consumer sends a tracing Interest from AR3
to the anchor, where it will be redirected to the new location of the content producer.
The cumulative delay for these signaling corresponding to facilitate the handoff
processes are considered as handoff latency, the smaller the latency the better
performance of the scheme.
4.2

Handoff signaling cost analysis

The handoff cost is the total number of messages or packets sent over the period
time of handoff processes when mobile producer disconnected from the current AR
and reconnected to the new AR or PA. The signaling cost model is formulated using
hop count parameters for transmission cost per packets between hops (a, b, c, d),
RWP model movement behavior (1) and handoff related packets size (Sname) and
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Interest arrival rate (γ). The handoff signaling cost is formulated for our proposed
scheme and other two benchmark schemes were shown in (7), (8) and (9) for OPML,
Kite and OBSB respectively.
./

𝐶𝐶PQ>O = 𝛾𝛾 × )1 − -

89 × @

./ 0(2.4 ×6)
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./

./
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/ 0(2.4 ×6)
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K
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K

ab

(7)
(8)
(9)

The content producer in OPML send a fast handoff, neighbor query, optimal path
make and delete route messages or packets between producer, AR1,and AR3 before
handoff takes place. In Kite, after the handoff processes, content producer exchanges
traced and tracing Interests between producer, immobile anchor router and
corresponding node or consumer. The proposed scheme sent MI packets to AR2, AR2
to the anchor and broadcast to AR3 The cumulative signaling messages correspond to
facilitate the handoff processes are considered as handoff signaling cost, the smaller
the cost the better performance of the scheme.
4.3

Packets delivery analysis

The packets delivery cost is the total number of hope per packets sent over after the
handoff processes from mobile producer to the content consumer. The packets
delivery cost model is formulated using hop count parameters for transmission cost
per packets between hops (a, b, c, d), RWP model movement behavior (1) and
handoff related packets size (Sname) and subnet crossing rate (μ). The model is
formulated for our proposed scheme and other two benchmark schemes were shown
in (10), (11) and (12) for OPML, Kite and OBSB respectively.
𝐶𝐶PQ>O = 𝜇𝜇 × )1 − .
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After the handoff process in OPML, the route is created from consumer to mobile
producer through AR3 and AR2. The same route created in the proposed scheme, but
different in Kite. The shortest path is the optimal data path.
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5

Numerical Result

5.1

Handoff latency

The summary of the numerical result for handoff latency is shown in Table 2 and
Fig 6 depicts the impact of wireless link failure. We can observe that our proposed
scheme (OBSB) and Kite have almost the same handoff latency as the probability of
link failure increases.
The handoff latency of OPML is higher and keeps increasing as link failure
probability getting higher. From Table 2 we can see that at q = 0.8 onward, the
latency of OPML is getting twice than Kite and OBSB. Although optimal data path
may play a role to reduce latency, the OPML provide an optimal path, but a large
number of signaling messages took place as fast handoff, route making, and deletion
processes.
We can conclude that our proposed scheme performed well than OPML and no
significant improvement on Kite scheme in terms of handoff latency.

Fig. 6. Handoff Latency against Link Failure Probability
Table 2. Result Comparison of Handoff Latency
Probability (q)
OPML
KITE
OBSB

5.2

0
161
129
128

0.2
190
143
141

0.4
240
165
164

0.6
339
210
209

0.8
636
345
344

0.85
835
435
434

0.9
1231
616
614

0.95
2421
1156
1154

Handoff signaling cost

The summary of the numerical result for handoff signaling cost is shown in Table 3
and in Fig. 7we compared the performance of our proposed scheme with OPML and
Kite. The handoff signaling cost is presented with the variation of Interest arrival rate.
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The handoff signaling cost of OPML is significantly high and keeps increasing as the
Interest arrival rate increase, due to the fast handoff signaling messages, while the
signaling cost of Kite is less than OPML and higher than OBSB. We can infer that our
proposed scheme (OBSB) has better handoff cost with significant improvement on
Kite and OPML as the arrival rate of Interest increases.

Fig. 7. Handoff Signaling Cost against Interest Arrival Rate
Table 3. Result Comparison of Handoff Signaling Cost
Interest Arrival Rate (γ)
OPML
KITE
OBSB

5.3

1
1376
993
805

3
4128
2978
2414

5
6881
4963
4023

7
9633
6948
5632

9
12385
8934
7242

9.5
13074
9430
7644

10
13762
9926
8046

Packets delivery cost

The packets delivery cost determine the data path optimization, Fig. 8 shows the
packets delivery cost performance of our proposed scheme compared with Kite and
OPML, where Table 4 highlight the summary of the numerical result. From Fig 8 we
can see that our scheme and OPML coincide due to the provision of optimal data path
after the handoff. From Table 4 we can see that OBSB and OPML have the same
value as subnet crossing net increases. The packets delivery cost of Kite increases
significantly because Interest and data packets most passed through the anchor point
creating sub-optimal or triangular routing. Therefore, our scheme provides data path
optimization after the handoff completion, hence improved upon Kite scheme.
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Fig. 8. Optimal Packets Delivery Cost against Subnet Crossing Rate
Table 4. Result Comparison of Packets Delivery Cost
Subnet Crossing Rate
OPML
KITE
OBSB

6

0.1
1342
2301
1342

0.3
4027
6903
4027

0.5
6712
11506
6712

0.7
9396
16108
9396

0.9
12081
20710
12081

0.95
12752
21861
12752

1
13423
23011
13423

Conclusion

In Named Data Networking architecture there is needs to provide a solution to the
producer mobility support problems, to minimize handoff latency, handoff signaling
overhead cost, improve data packets delivery through optimal route and minimizes the
unnecessary Interest packets losses once a content producer relocates to another
access point. In this paper, an optimal broadcast strategy-based scheme was proposed
to facilitate and support the handoff processes by updating the intermediate routers
FIBs about the producer’s movement. Hence, the performance analysis of the
proposed scheme was analytically investigated, the result addressed the data path
optimization deficiency of Kite scheme. The numerical result shows that our proposed
OBSB scheme outperforms OPML with less handoff signaling cost and latency. In
addition, reduces handoff signaling cost and provides optimal data path compared to
Kite. Henceforth, in our future work, we will put more emphases on simulation
investigation to ascertain the data path optimization in a large simulated environment.
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